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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

The Lackner Group Celebrates 35 Years of Trusted Software Solutions 

Pittsburgh-based software company achieves milestone and looks forward to continued success 

 
Pittsburgh, PA – (March 24, 2021) – The Lackner Group, Inc., a leading software company, celebrates its 35th 

anniversary with the unwavering support of dedicated employees and loyal customers. In reaching this 

achievement, The Lackner Group proudly reflects on the many milestones in its history of pioneering complete 

and robust tools for estate and trust administration across the nation.  

“I am very proud of what we’ve been able to accomplish in the last 35 years of business. The significance in 

achieving this milestone is about more than just longevity; it’s about celebrating that our customers and 

employees believe the solutions we provide are valuable,” said Vincent F. Lackner Jr., President. “We were 

founded on the philosophy of promoting a culture of curiosity, innovation, and opportunity. Our founding values 

continue to guide our mission today, and I believe that is why our company remains viable, strong, and 

prosperous. I’ve been fortunate to work with a talented, driven team who has been instrumental in our success, 

and I look forward to our next 35 years.”  

In 1985, Vincent F. Lackner, Jr. –nationally known for his extensive experience with integrating estate tax and 

fiduciary accounting –developed the 6-in-1 Estate & Trust Administration Software, the only software of its kind 

that prepares federal and state tax returns and court accountings after just one entry of each transaction. By 

greatly reducing the amount of time it takes professionals to prepare estates, 6-in-1 allows customers to spend 

more time growing their businesses. Since the flagship product’s initial development, the team has continued to 

build 6-in-1 beyond Vince’s initial vision, and the innovative software is now used by law firms, accounting 

firms, and banks throughout the United States.  

 

The Lackner Group looks forward to many more years of success. To request pricing or learn more about 6-in-1 

or any of our other products, visit The Lackner Group. 

 

About The Lackner Group 

Located in Pittsburgh, PA, The Lackner Group, Inc. is dedicated to providing estate and tax professionals with 

trusted software solutions that save them time and money. Since 1986, the company’s flagship product, 6-in-1, 

has been meeting the challenge of collecting and tracking the vast amount of data and information relating to the 

administration of estates and trusts. Because 6-in-1 greatly reduces the amount of time it takes to prepare estates, 

The Lackner Group’s customers are able to spend more time growing their businesses. Other products include 

InheriTax, DecoupleCruncher, and NumberCruncher. Visit The Lackner Group for reliable software solutions.  
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